PPE GUIDANCE FOR PERSONAL CARE
When to
Wear PPE
Simple mask (cloth or surgical)

N95/KN95 Mask

Face Shield or Safety
Goggles

Disposable Gloves

*

Gown, Clothing Covering,
or Remove a Layer/Change
*
 Clothing

wash exposed
skin if
contaminated

Wash Hands After
Interaction

Hand Sanitizer-when
soap and water are
unavailable.

COMMENTS

Hygiene Changes

X

X

X°

X

X

°If likely to have
body fluid touch
clothing

Toileting a
student

X

X

X°

X

X

°If likely to have
body fluid touch
clothing

During transfers
(of your student
or helping with
another)

X

Feeding a child
who splashes

X

X

X°

X

X

°If a child drools a lot
and may place their
head on your body
during transfer

X°

X

X

°If a child is
extremely messy

● Close contact described as closer than 6 feet for longer than 15 minutes in a 24 hour period
● Safety goggles and face shields are interchangeable. Safety goggles should fit over your glasses.
● Art smocks, changing your clothing, or wearing several layers of clothing are interchangeable. The goal is to keep secretions
off of your body/clothes before you move on to the next student. The method of which you do this can be determined
within each classroom and by the comfort level of the staff.

PPE GUIDANCE FOR EDUCATION
When to
Wear PPE
Simple mask (cloth or surgical)

N95/KN95 Mask

Face Shield or Safety
Goggles

Disposable Gloves

*
Hand over Hand

X

Working with a
student that is
actively coughing/
sneezing due to
non-COVID related
reason (allergies,
cold, baseline, etc)

X

Close contact with
a student that is
unable to wear a
mask

X

Holding a child for
floor activity

X

Further than 6 feet
apart from
someone without
a mask

X

6 feet apart or less
from someone
wearing a mask
●
●
●

Gown, Clothing Covering,
or Remove a Layer/Change
*
 Clothing

X°

X°

wash exposed
skin if
contaminated

Wash Hands After
Interaction

Hand Sanitizer-when
soap and water are
unavailable.

COMMENTS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

°If at risk for getting
saliva in the face

°If child drools head
against your body

X
Close contact described as closer than 6 feet for longer than 15 minutes in a 24 hour period
Safety goggles and face shields are interchangeable. Safety goggles should fit over your glasses.
Art smocks, changing your clothing, or wearing several layers of clothing are interchangeable. The goal is to keep secretions off of your body/clothes before you move on to the next student. The method on which you do this can
be determined within each classroom and by the comfort level of the staff.

PPE GUIDANCE FOR LEAVING THE CLASSROOM
When to
Wear PPE
Simple mask (cloth or surgical)

N95/KN95 Mask

Face Shield or Safety
Goggles

Disposable Gloves

*
Staff traveling in
the hallway
without
students/ with
those IN masks

X

X

Outdoors with
our students
(not wearing
masks)

X

When bringing
students to and
from
transportation

X

●
●
●

Gown, Clothing Covering,
or Remove a Layer/Change
*
 Clothing

wash exposed
skin if
contaminated

Wash Hands After
Interaction

Hand Sanitizer-when
soap and water are
unavailable.

COMMENTS

X°

°Wash hands before
returning to the
classroom

X

°Students should
wear their bucket
hat with a shield or
a face shield when in
the hallway

Close contact described as closer than 6 feet for longer than 15 minutes in a 24 hour period
Safety goggles and face shields are interchangeable. Safety goggles should fit over your glasses.
Art smocks, changing your clothing, or wearing several layers of clothing are interchangeable. The goal is to keep secretions off of your
body/clothes before you move on to the next student. The method on which you do this can be determined within each classroom and by
the comfort level of the staff.

